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Electron precession: A guide for implementation
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The design approach for electron precession systems designed at Northwestern University is
described, and examples of systems retrofitted onto two different transmission electron microscopes
using this method are demonstrated. The precession diffraction patterns from these instruments are
of good quality while simultaneously being very easy to acquire. A 15-minute procedure for aligning
these instruments is described in the appendix. Partnering this user-friendly and inexpensive
hardware implementation with fast and user-friendly crystallography software offers potentially
speedy and routine solution of crystal structures.© 2005 American Institute of
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phase problem in crystallography has largely b
solved for the case of x-ray radiation for many years. St
ture determination is routine for both inorganic compou
and biological specimens using patterns acquired using
chrotron radiation or from laboratory instruments. Howe
as the length scale of structures of interest has decrease
electron microscope has become increasingly importa
the crystallography field. For many problems, it is the o
available tool that can probe the scale of interest.

Probe sizes in recent aberration-corrected electron
croscopes have bettered one Angstrom, and chemica
spatial information from single atoms in radiation resis
materials is readily acquired.1–3 However, even with mater
als that damage under the electron beam, very precise
mation about the average structure can be gained from
sophisticated instruments through direct phasing of diff
tion patterns.4–6 The caveat with these conventional m
chines is that current methods require much guesswork
analysis to find the true structure. Electrons are scattere
matter about 1000 times more strongly than x rays; co
quently dynamical scattering causes intensities to de
from the square of structure factor amplitude. Additiona
multiple scattering events give rise to forbidden reflect
not present in the single-scatteringskinematicaldcase. Ex
cept for instances of extremely thin specimens, surface s
tures, or for weakly scattering materials, direct methods t
niques often do not provide a straightforwardly interpret
solution.

The electron precession technique is a promising re
innovation in electron crystallography.7 Rather than usin
dynamical data with the kinematical computer codes wi
available, precession attempts to make the data more
matical and therefore more amenable to simple cryst
graphic phasing techniques. Recent analyses show that
methods performed on precession data from heavy meta

ides, characteristically strongly dynamical-scattering struc-
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tures, consistently yield well-defined potential maps
clearly identify cations in the structure.8 The advantage o
the precession technique is that with some processin
experimental precession data appear to be ordered sim
enough to kinematical intensities to provide the solution
something very close to the solution—quite readily via di
methods with minimal user intervention.

An obstacle to wider use of any new technique is in
ent scarcity of equipment on which to conduct studies.
reports using precession have described experiment
compared precession to conventional methods, but only
sory information has been given about implementation o
precession devices used.7,9–12 Additionally, these investiga
tions have not described experiment parameters in det
is now apparent that experiment geometry is critical to
behavior of the resulting dataset,8,13 thus a comprehensive s
of variables including cone semiangle, convergence, p
size, and specimen image stability should necessarily ac
pany such studies. This paper provides a straightforwar
it-yourself scheme for retrofitting precession capability o
a conventional transmission electron microscope, and
currently provides a common language for describing pre
sion experiments. Two example implementations on o
instruments are provided, with attention paid to techn
specifics.

II. BACKGROUND

The Vincent–Midgley technique originally stemm
from studies conducted using measurements of high-
reflections in CBED patterns from an Al–Ge crystal
phase.14 Higher-order reflections were found to be more
nematical and were useful in aiding kinematical refinem
of inorganic nanocrystals. The precession scheme is a lo
extension of this; it exploits the diminished dynamical eff
of the off-zone condition by using a hollow cone of illum
nation obtained through fast serial tilt deflections above

specimen. A consequent de-tilt of diffracted beams below the

© 2005 American Institute of Physics3-1
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specimen is necessary to restore the conically rocked b
to points in diffraction space. This performs an inheren
tegration over the series of tilt conditions and generat
directly interpretable pseudo-kinematical zone axis patte

In this paper the tilt above the specimen will be refe
to as BT sbeam tiltd and the complementary tilt below t
specimen will be called DSsde-scand. Precession elect
diffraction patterns will be called “precessed DP’s” and c
ventional selected-area or focused-probe diffraction pat
will simply be called “DP’s.”

Figure 1 is a cartoon of a modern condenser-obje
instrument showing the ray paths traversed by a prece
transmitted beam. In reciprocal space, the BT operatio
equivalent to rocking the Ewald sphere about a pivot p
corresponding to the forward-scattered reflectionsorigind of
the zeroth-order Laue zonesZOLZd. The sphere intersec
each reflection in reciprocal space throughout a range o
citation errors while spending very little time dwelling in t
on-zone condition where dynamical effects are most pr
nent. A theoretical description based on the two-beam co
tion has been proposed by Vincent and Midgley and
Gjønnes.7,15

For practical implementation of precession the key

FIG. 1. Precession geometry in a modern condenser-objective TEM
double deflection coil system showing the path of the precessed trans
beam. The objective prefield acts as an additional condenser lens. Cir
generated by the beam tilt scan. De-scan collapses circle I down to po
quirements are:
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s1d The precessed incident beam must yield a circular
of directions about the crystal zone axis.

s2d The de-scan must bring the diffracted beams togeth
form uniform points sor nonoverlapping disks in th
case of beam convergencedfor accurate measuremen

s3d If spatial accuracy is desired in the experimentse.g.,
fine-grained polycrystalline specimensd, the conica
probe fulcrum must intersect the specimen precise
three-dimensional space.

Review of previously reported instruments: The earlies
precession instrument was by Vincent and Midgley in 1
based on a Philips EM430 operating at 300 kV.7 A Wien
bridge oscillator provided the precession scan signals
quency was capped at 30 Hz to prevent distortions du
deflector bandwidth limitations. The stock instrument
cluded inputs for beam tilt, however the de-scan circuitry
not support external control thus the de-scan controls
completely replaced by the analog oscillator. While this
strument was reported to yield better than a 10 nm diam
probe in convergent illumination mode in theory, the im
mentation was limited to a 100 nm area due to pr
wandering caused by aberrations. The tilt range was rep
at 8° s,140 mradd, however the earliest experiments w
conducted below 25 mrad and later experiments on AmFe
using more parallel illumination had a 40 mrad semian
both consistent with the,50 mrad figure typical for th
type of optical distortion-limited system. Projector lens
tortion was the primary limiting factor which caused gr
errors in the de-scan at moderate angles and compli
automated measurement.

Patterns from the AlmFe study were measured by di
tizing the negative on a light box using a CCD, then integ
ing the line profile through each spot after backgro
removal.16 Line profiling assumes each reflection exhi
perfect circular symmetry, which is acceptable for the c
vergent beam case since spatial constraints on the film
relaxed; forsnear-dparallel illumination, the constraints
much tighter. Convergent mode precession limits measu
patterns to sparse diffraction patterns, making surfaces
superstructures more difficult to study.

Gemmi has developed a precession instrument
300 kV Philips CM30T chassis that operates at 35 Hz.17 The
microscope CPU can generate appropriate scan signa
hollow cone parallel illumination conditions in the selec
area channeling pattern operating mode. The scan signa
supplied to the external inputs of the microscope, which
tizes them and outputs appropriate currents to the defl
arrays. One of the limitations of this type of system is
signal quality at the coils is limited by sampling rate
precision of the A-to-D converters at the input and late
the D-to-A’s supplying the coil drivers. Due to this, so
difficulty with de-scan precision in early revisions were
ported that appear to have later been resolved. The stru
of Ti2P was solved using a three-dimensional dataset m
from several zone axis patterns collected on the preces
enabled CM30T, showing successful use of precession i
sities in structure solution where SAED data had pro

11

d
is
.

insufficient. The device was operated with parallel illumi-
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nation, forming sharp spots and a moderate tilt angl
17 mrad was reported, limited by distortions in the optic

The utility of these two instruments show the techniq
potential as a crystallography tool, however, optical dis
tions clearly limited both instruments’ performance. The
lowing examples demonstrate an approach using simple
metric distortion compensations to improve preces
quality. In the first example, the corrections were esse
but proved to be insufficient for high-precision preces
due to instrument limitations. Better design and carefu
finement of alignment procedure yielded very good pe
mance and high reliability for the second system descri

III. DESIGN APPROACH

Beam deflection above the specimen with complem
tary de-scan below can be produced in most modern in
ments using the beam tilt coils and the projector image s
by supplying appropriate scan signals directly to the an
coil driver circuits. We aimed to provide a simple a
straightforward human-machine interface to control pre
sion hardware designed for stability and reliability within
framework of the existing system without affecting origi
functionality.

A. Stock instrument hardware

Deflection systems inside common TEMs follow a g
eral theme wherein a control voltage is supplied to a cu
amplifier which drives current in a coilfFig. 2sadg. In such
systems, control voltages are typically under 10 V, and
rents in the coils do not exceed a couple of amperes. S
microscopes are used primarily for steady-state oper
sscanning microscopes excludedd, coil drivers in many mi
croscopes have been designed for dc operation and sta

FIG. 2. sad Generic dc amplifier for driving an electromagnetic coil.sbd Mix
first stage mixes the normal microscope signal with that from the prec
mixer from downstream components. This circuit can be installed at p
and thus do not have the bandwidth to support precession.
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simple coil driver stage based on power operational am
ers is provided later in this paper to demonstrate a solu

Most deflection coils are dipoles, meaning two windi
are used to deflect the beam in orthogonal directions wit
plane perpendicular to the optic axis. Identification of
axes in each coil is key since rotations or opposing
polarities often exist between deflectors throughout the
umn; this knowledge will prevent mismatch of preces
direction between scan and de-scan and give an idea
phase shift between the coil sets that will be applied du
alignment.

B. Circuit modifications

The precession signal can be conveniently inserte
any point in the circuit where the signal is in voltage fo
and low in amplitudesa few voltsd. An example is betwe
the pre- and power amplifer at point I in Fig. 2sad, where a
small amplifier module can be inserted in series to com
the scan signal with microscope console commands. S
circuit building blocks based on operational amplifierssop-
ampsdare very suitable for this purpose, being easy to
due to compact and simple physical circuit layout and
intrinsic power supply rejection ratiose.g., a variety of sup
plies can be used, including unregulated typesd.

For advanced op-amp usage details, the reader
ferred to an analog circuits textbook or IC applica
notes.18–20A diagram of a common operational amplifier,
LM741, in the DIP8 package is depicted in Fig. 3sad. It pos-
sesses two signal inputssinverting and noninvertingd, output,
power supply inputs, and pins for offset nulling. Figu
3sbd–3sddshow the most basic configurations for amplifi
tion using this type of device. The noninverting ampli
outputs a signal with the same polarity as the input w
form whereas the inverting amp naturally inverts polarit

uffer circuit used to add precession capabilities to a deflector amplifie
n and is followed by an inverting buffer stage that corrects phase and
I ind.
er-b
essio
Athe input. The gain of each configuration, shown to the right
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of each circuit, is set by a combination of the feedback
sistorRf and a second resistorRi. For precession, two inpu
are necessary, one for steady-state control from the m
scope console and the other for the oscillatory scan sign
certain cases where the zero-point is significantse.g., an
“inputs-are-zeroed” indicator triggerd, the amplifier may re
quire offset trimming to remove voltage offset at the out
Some devices available on the market feature low intr
offset voltage to address this without user intervention.

While it is possible to convert op-amps within the st
circuits into mixers, we chose to use add-on mixer mod
placed in series on low-level signal lines for versatility. F
ure 2sbdshows the mixer-buffer module used in both imp
mentations described in this paper, comprising a sin
ended inverting mixing amplifier followed by an inverti
buffer stage that corrects polarity and isolates the sum
from downstream electronics. One amplifier circuit is u
for each inputsfour totald. A 15 V split supply was used, a
appropriate bypassing was used to enhance supply p
mance. The 3.3 nF feedback capacitor in the mixer s
soptionald limits the bandwidth to about 5 KHz in the ca
that downstream components are sensitive to the
frequency components from the signal generator’s nono
sampling DAC. A low-distortion partse.g., film-typedis pre-
ferred for this feedback capacitor. Basic constraints
selecting a specific amplifier device off the shelf are: h
input impedance, moderate bandwidth, high power su
rejection ratio, and unity gain stability for the output bu

ssecond gain staged. FET-inputsfield-effect transistordbased
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operational amplifiers that operate at unity gain in a mo
ate frequency range of dc to a few hundred kHz are q
suitable.

While operational amplifiers in general have excel
supply noise rejection, a well-designed power supply is
ertheless critical for performance. A split voltage suppl
required for amplifying bipolar signals. The supply volta
rails should exceed the maximum signal amplitude by a
margin to account for dropout voltage for the active devi
additionally it should be noted that many small-signal
amps perform best when powered near maximum rated
ply voltage. Supplies of ±15 V are common in microsco
and it is often sufficient to use the onboard supplyscom-
monly accessible from test points on the signal boardd. Al-
ternatively, an external supply can be used to power the
plifier so that the supply is immune to fluctuations cause
circuits elsewhere in the microscope and vice versa.

It is relevant to note that while beam tilt is controlled
two inputs at the console, 4 or 6 independent windings
stacked coil pair work in combination to provide the ti
Many microscopes allow high-level beam tilt control fr
just two analog signals because shift-tilt alignment has t
tionally been executed in analog circuitry; the preces
scheme presented here applies to this type of micros
Modern digital microscopes now more commonly acc
plish shift-tilt alignment in the digital domain, hence t
scan signals would be insufficient, requiring low-level mo
fication of individual coil driversse.g., extra scan inputsdand

FIG. 3. sad LM741 op-amp, DIP8 package.sbd Nonin-
verting, scd inverting, andsdd mixer sinvertingd opera-
tional amplifier circuits.
additional programming to accomplish conical illumination.
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C. PC hardware

A PCI-671x series board by National Instruments
chosen for the Northwestern systems. This board emp
12-bit DACs sample resolution for precessiond to generat
signals in the range of ±10 V. Its main strength is on-bo
cyclic buffering which allows a fast non-CPU-limited outp
rate. Target operation rate is 60 cycles per second wit
angular resolution of at least 360 individual tilt points;
four channels, this is under 100 000 combined sample
second and well within the 1 MS/s limit for this board. A
quisition and control boards from other vendors may
equally suitable and can offer higher performance.

A primary concern with PC-based systems is inhere
dirty ground due to switching power supplies and dig
circuitry. In general, the PC’s ground reference should
bridged to the microscope near the relevant signal circ
but placed at a common point that offers stiff earthing.
ditionally, long runs of cable should be shielded to pre
fields from modulating the signal. To prevent ground loo
the shield should be connected to ground only at one e
the interconnectionsspreferably at the sourced. For micr
scopes that require very high stabilities, differential scan
nals should be utilized.

D. Software

The scan generator provides four computer-gene
sinusoidal signals calculated by a software routine. De
tion coordinates for each point in the conical scan are c
lated, sent to the hardware buffer, and the subsequent w
forms are outputted 90° out of phase to describe a circ
deflection points where the phase difference polarity de
the direction of rotation in each deflector plane. Aberrat
in the objective lens can be compensated by adjusting d
tion coordinates in the BT scan to counteract the effect o
aberration contours in the lens. The DS coil deflections
applied in the opposite direction of the tilt to bring the cir
generated by BT scan down to a point in the diffraction p
spoint II vs circle I in Fig. 1d. The DS is phase shifted w
respect to the BT scan by a fixed valuef.

The DS controls can be used to circumvent distortion
the projector deflectors and lens, or to remove the effe
small residual aberrations not eliminated by the BT. W
care the integrated intensities can be brought down to
surable spots a fraction of a milliradian in diameter. Sm
errors in BT can be readily compensated by careful de-
alignment even when moderate to high cone semiangle
usedsa.25 mradd.

While astigmatism in magnetic lenses is described
hyperbolic functions, approximate twofold and threef
functions are sufficient for their compensation. The softw
algorithms that generate these compensations are bas
the following set of relations:

x1 = A1 · cosu,

y1 = A1 · sinu,
x2 = s · cosu,
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y2 = − s· sinu,

x3 = fA3 · coss3 · su + f3ddg · cosu,

y3 = fA3 · coss3 · su + f3ddg · sinu,

xout = fsx1 + x2d · cosf2 + sy1 + y2d · sinf2g + x3,

yout = f− sx1 + x2d · sinf2 + sy1 + y2d · cosf2g + y3.

The functionsx1 andy1 represent the basic oscillatory fun
tions that produce the precessed circle asu traverses 2p
radians. Functionsx2, y2, x3, andy3 are used to generate tw
and threefold compensations, where the variables is a scal
ing factor for the twofold elliptical function related to t
base deflection amplitudescone semianglead, andf2 andf3

are phase shifts that rotate these two- and threefold com
sation functions. These constituents yield the functionsxout

and yout, which contain various prefield correction am
tudes in addition to the conical precession scan. In pra
the correction magnitude is on the order of 1% of the
deflection amplitude.

The software interface comprises scan amplitude
trols, the twofold and threefold compensations descr
above, and phase shiftf between BT and DS scans. Ad
tionally, the software allows precession rate control and
cise tuning of frequency and angular resolution. The in
face, based on LabView visual language, is available
download.21

Lens distortions in the lower column can complicate
tensity quantification at highera. For large cone angles, t
quality of precessed diffraction spots decreases with inc
ing cone angle and diffraction spot centers become disp
in the diffraction plane due to projector distortionsfFig.
10sadg. This was a problem on the CM30T on which the
precession instrument was based. For some microscope
maximum possible tilt may be restricted by objective
aberrations before postspecimen distortions become a
ing factor.

The key aim for this design approach has been to
ance function, usability, and complexity. Through graphi
tool-based object-oriented software to control digital e
tronics, the system preserves the intuitive analog fee
stock instrument yet is not limited by the inflexibility a
inherent design complexity of a fully analog system. W
distortion compensation, the precession pattern quality
proves dramatically, and images can be digitized readil
automated cross-correlation methods, such as those in
tron Direct Methods.22

The following example systems show that retrofit of p
cession mode onto conventional instruments is not diffi
and sperhaps more importantlyd that a good-performan
implementation can be very inexpensive. The systems
scribed each required less than US$2000 in parts costs
cellent results can be expected if the most important req
ments are met, namely compensation of aberrat
eucentric height correction, and careful user alignmen

more microscopes are being fitted with advanced capabilities
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such as hollow cone illumination and STEM mode, pre
sion performance should steadily increase accompanie
ease of installation. Many new instruments support exte
control inputs, which—provided that suitable bandwidth
available—will simplify the requirements for custom ha

FIG. 4. sad BD STBcircuit schematic.sbd Image S.ci
ware retrofit for future precession instruments.

Downloaded 20 Nov 2006 to 129.105.215.213. Redistribution subject to AI
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IV. EXAMPLES

A. Example 1: Hitachi H-9000

The Hitachi UHV H-9000 is a 300 kV instrument d
signed for high resolution imaging and for diffraction. T

schematic. Courtesy Hitachi High Technologies Corp.
rcuit
instrument incorporates a special SA imaging mode for se-
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lected area diffraction experiments intended to minimize
errors. Because the system has a small objective pole
gap, the stage allows only about ±10° tilt and the UHV s
insertion system has been designed without eucentric h
adjustment for mechanical simplicity.

A stacked pair of coilssa dipole and quadrupoledlocated
several centimeters above the objective polepiece gap
vides BT deflections and DS deflections are provided
dipole deflector nested inside the projector lens. Upper
umn electronics can be found on the boardBD STBunder the
left console and image shift is controlled from a small
tentiometer box that controls an amplifier board mounte
the left console side, calledImage S. The relevant section
the BD STBschematic is shown in Fig. 4sad. Each beam
axis is set using a digital encoder that controls a DACsnot
showndfollowed by a small unity gain buffer. This signal
in the range of ±5 V and supplies the BTX and BTY inp
on connector CN3503. Section I in the figure is part o
analog hollow cone driver calledSTIG MONfor monitoring
astigmatism in the objective lenssnot active during norma
operationd. Following is the tilt amplifiersIId comprising an
op-amp in summing mode driving a FET-output voltage
current amplifier. There is some biasing circuitry in this s
that ensures bandwidth for the tilt wobbler adjustment, fa
able for precession because it offers operation up to a
1 kHz. Section III is a voltage divider and switching ar
used to split the current between the three coil windings
each tilt axis. Four user-accessible potentiometers in
stage control the division of current to each winding: th
are theXmain, Xvert, Ymain, andYvert controls used during shif
tilt purity alignment.

The custom modules were retrofitted at pointsa andb in
series with the input CN3503. The modules were b
around an LM324 IC in DIP14 packagesa quad 741 IC with
class AB biasingd. The BT mixer module was mounted o
a short length of 34-conductor ribbon cable that also se
as a quick-release pass-through extender for conn
CN3503. Conductors 3 and 5 on the cable, correspondi
pins 2 and 3 of CN3503, were used to insertX andY signals

FIG. 5. sad Simulated waveform for the H-9000 bipolar push–pull DS
plateau in the waveform.sbd A precessed beam tilt pattern demonstrate
90° a pinwheel pattern is generated.
respectively, and conductor 1 was used for the ground refer
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ence. Power was supplied to the add-on boards via
±15 V supply pins on theBD STBand Image S.boards.

The image shift circuit is intended for steady state
eration and is correspondingly quite different from BTfFig.
4sbdg. The signal originates from a 10 V precision refere
sI.d, converted into ±4 V reference legssII.d by an op-amp
stage. These are divided into control voltages by linea
tentiometerssIII.d followed by a differential op-amp buff
stagesIV.d that feeds the coil amplifiersV.d. The inverted le
of the differential buffersnot connected in this instrumed
provides an optional compensation signal for an extra d
deflector sBH-X, Yd earlier along the optic path. The D
current amplifier terminates in a bipolar push–pull ou
stage that delivers larger currents than the BT, around se
hundred milliamps, to achieve appreciable deflections o
image on the viewing screen. The circuit is precise and
low noise for image stability.

While excellent for dc signals, the stock image shift
cuit was found to be unsuitable for precession due to
class B problem. Push–pull amplification stages, if not p
erly biased, can cause distortion at the zero-crossing po
rapidly varying signals because each device in the com
mentary pair has a finite switching timesFig. 5d. A possible
solution is to bias the output stage into class A to remov
distortion, however, working around the design proved d
cult and the final solution took the form of a complet
redesigned board based on power op-amps shown in F
ssee Ref. 13d. This preserves the service warranty fo
instrument and provides extra performance headroom
Image S.circuit is broken at R3/R20 and the output of
preceding driver stage is routed directly to the custom
amplifier board, bypassing the stock amplifier. The repl
ment amplifier consists of an OPA544T power operati
amplifier in a current-sense feedback loop similar to
used in the stock circuit. Power and ground are sup
from Image S.and additional supply filtering is employe
The replacement unit extends usable bandwidth be
2 kHz.

Performance and limitations: The precession mode

lifier demonstrating crossover distortion. At each zero-crossing point,
this distortion manifests in the pattern: sincex andy coils are out of phase b
amp
s how
-typically operated at about 60 Hz to ensure ample intensity
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averaging for short exposures. During operation, an ar
often appears in the scan due to power supply ripple id
fied by a “snail”ssmall kink in the circle patternd that travels
slowly around the BT circle. Its speed depends on the
tion between the scan and mains frequencies. The artifac
be removed by precisely matching the scan rate with
oscillation frequency of the mainsscan vary throughout th
day, depending on the mood at the power companyd. On-site
the mains frequency typically varies between ab
59.25 Hz to 60.25 Hz and can change during a micros
session.

The H-9000-based precession instrument is limited
its lack of eucentric height adjustment and small tilt ra
s±10°d. Depending upon insertion conditions, the speci
height may deviate from optimum crossover by o
100 mm, limiting the spatial resolution of the precess
probe. The shift-tilt purity correction range is insufficient
localize the probe. To circumvent this problem, precessi
typically operated with selected areasSAd mode using para
lel illumination: the SA aperture limits probe wandering
ensuring even illumination of the specimen. However,
probe size becomes limited by aperture size, and SA e
give rise to excess delocalization of illumination that can
avoided because optimum lens excitation and spec
height are unavailable. Poor probe localization is the ultim
limitation of this system making nanocrystal precession
fraction studies difficult. The instrument nevertheless
quired patterns from large regions and isolated small
ticles rather well, giving good averaged patterns from sam
regions about 200 nm in diameter. Measurable patterns
been acquired from Mg3V2O8 and La4Cu3MoO12 with this
machine.12 For the La4Cu3MoO12 experiments, the con
angle of 25 mrad was large for this instrument and the s
became ill-defined and difficult to measure. Rather than
ploying the more accurate method of cross-correlation u

FIG. 6. Redesigned projector deflector circuit for the H-9000sone channel
output amplifier.
average unitary spot motifsrequires similar-shaped spotsd,
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the intensities from this pattern were integrated after b
ground subtraction from small masked regions around
spot.

B. Example 2: JEOL 2000FX

A second-generation precession instrument was
structed based on the JEOL 2000FX chassis located at
LLC in Des Plaines, IL. The 2000FX is an analytical ins
ment well suited for precession since the polepiece sup
high tilts by virtue of a well-developed convergent be
mode. The instrument included a ±45° side-entry doubl
holder and a model US1000 2K32K CCD camera from
GATAN. This implementation drew upon the knowled
gained from the previous precession implementation an
tegrated some refinements that improved performance
matically:

s1d Specimen holderz-height adjustment;
s2d Polepiece supports large tilts;
s3d Large CCD streamlines dataset acquisition. Beam b

ing above specimen decreases radiation damage;
s4d Miniaturized plug-in modules using surface mount

vices;
s5d Independent power supplysexternald;
s6d Improved grounding scheme;
s7d Updated software;

The 2000FX deflector electronics are located on a s
board DEF UNIT, which controls all deflector coils in t
column saccessible below the right-hand console behin
acrylic coverd. The current values for each coil set, c
trolled by a pair of digital encoders, is stored in memory
held constant by the microscope computer, changing
when console control is passed to that coil set. The p
amplifier design is common to most of the deflectors in

incorporating the plug-in module for applying de-scan and higher band
onlyd,
instrument and is simply replicated in each coil driver circuit
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down the column. The 2000FX has provisions for a hol
cone illumination option, thus its deflectors can process
scan signals without modification.

Block diagrams for the BT and DS amplifiers are sho
in Fig. 7. Coils COND1,2X,Y provide BT deflections, a
PROJX,Y denote the DS deflectors. For precession, the
tion at which the digital stage feeds the analog stage
ideal location to insert the scan signal. The mixer mod
can simply be inserted in series before resistors R63,
R103, and R106, corresponding to BTX, BTY, DSX, a
DSY.

The plug-in modulesfFig. 8sadg were based on Bur
Brown OPA2604 dual operational amplifiers in the SO
package, low noise amplifiers designed for audio. Mos
the electronics were migrated to surface mount easing in
lation by virtue of miniaturization. A simple dedicated line
regulated supply, comprising capacitive decoupling betw

FIG. 7. DEF UNIT block diagram for JEOL 2000FX.sad The schematic r
plug-in module should be inserted.
two regulation stages, was built for the plug-in modulesfFig.
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8sbdg. JEOL specifies,10 mV ripple for theDEF UNIT,
which the custom supply meets. The supply and a Nat
Instruments signal distribution board were incorporated
a project box that included BT and DS on/off toggle switc
on the front panel for manual control independent of s
ware. The PC DAC board interfaces with the project box
a 68-pin high-density cable, upper and lower coil output
the rear panel incorporate power leads and signal linessiso-
lated from each other via foil shieldsd into a single cabl
bundle for each module, and an additional terminal for
microscope ground is also provided. The ground conne
from the microscope is shorted to the PC ground and ca
broken with a toggle switch when precession is not use

Performance and limitations: The instrument is operat
with smallest condenser aperture for small probe, coher
and low dose to protect the CCD. BT on the 2000FX ca
operated in either a bright mode or dark mode; in the l

nt for BT;sbd for DS. Pointsa andb in both figures are locations where
eleva
the control input is multiplied by a factor of 10 to increase
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FIG. 8. Schematics for the 2000FX precession modification.sad Schematic for plug-in module;sbd external power supply schematic.
image
right image
FIG. 9. sad Montage of probe images during a revolutionsclose to alignedd. 24 frames denote a full revolution; 8 of the 24 are shown here. The center
shows the composite of all tilts. Both probe and specimen image wander for unaligned condition, contributing to a blurry composite image. The

sbd shows a well-defined specimen image and excellent alignment of cone pivot point after alignment. Probe size is about 50 nm.
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the tilt control sensitivity. It is advantageous to operate in
bright mode to make best use of the scan generator’s
namic range. A scan amplitude of 3.5 V yields ab
40 mrad in this mode.

Careful alignment of the precession device yields v
high quality patternssthe procedure is given in the Appe
dixd. Figure 9sadis a montage of probe images at sev
points along the precession route for a near-aligned c
tion. The probe has been spread to about 50 nm to cl
show the crystal edge. Each tile in the montage conta
different image of the specimen representing a specifi
condition, and for each scan step the beam becomes sl

FIG. 10. Precession patterns for 60 mrad cone semianglesad and 40 mrad
cone semianglesbd. Spiral distortions in the projector lens alters the shap
the spots and shifts their positions, preventing straightforward intensity
surement. Using a smaller cone semiangle gives an improved and ea
measure spot pattern.
displaced from the centered beam in the image planesnot
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apparent in the figured. This probe wandering causes de
ization when the beam is precessed at full speed. The c
image is the composite of the full precession; the spec
image becomes blurred and the probe becomes delocal
alignment is poor. Moving the specimen closer to euce
height and optimizing the lens settings and aberration
pensations improves both localization of the probe
sharpness of the specimen featuresfFig. 9sbdg.

The 2000FX implementation can generate usable
terns using cone semiangles up to about 50 mrad. A
ciable projector distortions result beyond this pointfFig.
10sadg, but patterns may still be measurable if integra
methods less sophisticated than autocorrelation are use
highest quality patterns are obtainable using cone semi
between 0 and 40 mradfFig. 10sbdg; probe localization
excellent up to about 35 mrad, yielding approximate p
size of 25 nm for a very well-aligned experiment. A lar
50 nm probe is readily achievable with about 15 min
alignment time. The instrument has been used to obtain
quality precession patterns for particle regions as sma
30 nm.
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APPENDIX: PRECESSION ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

Alignment of the precession system is similar to conv
tional column alignment, e.g., from the top of the colu
downward. With the column previously aligned for imagi
the subsequent precession alignment described he
straightforward and can typically be completed within ab
15 min.

The following conditions are requisite for a high-qua
precession experiment:

s1d Specimen on-zone to within 0.5 mrad. Precession
terns are quite tolerant of a slightly off-zone conditi
but a better on-zone condition will yield better accur
in the intensity integration.

s2d Specimen located close to or at eucentric height in
z-direction.

s3d Beam well-aligned with the optic axissHV centeringd.
s4d Diffraction spot carefully focused and intermediate l

stigmation corrected.
s5d De-scan coils roughly zeroed to minimize deflector n

linearity and avoid parallax distortions.
s6d If a CCD camera is used, spot size and convergenc

so as to not overexpose the camera.

Highest tilt is achievable when the objective lens sys

-
to
is excited to its optimal current setting: this is the point
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FIG. 11. Precession alignment flow chart. Operations conducted in real space have white background color; reciprocal space operations havk-
ground color.
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where lens aberrations are lowest and the probe size sm
Optimal objective excitation is factory-specified and can
obtained from the microscope manufacturer. Objective e
tation is the most important parameter in the precessio
periment, and the alignment of the system derives from
starting point.

The procedure for alignment for the NWU-designed
tems is detailed pictorially in the flow diagram in Fig.
The objective should be optimally excited and the regio
interestsROId located at optimum focus. After convention
alignment of the imaging system, precession alignmen
gins by exciting the scan in the upper tilt coilssBTd to the
desired cone angle in the diffraction mode. One can d
mine cone angle by referencing the scan against diffra
spots or a calibration pattern. With scan on, switching
image mode will yield a circle that shows the intersectio
the hollow cone with the specimen. The circle may be
torted due to objective aberrations. If the scan rate is low
to below 1 Hz, one can easily see the beam tracing a pa
real space through the aberrations in the lens field.

Shift-tilt purity correction ssometimes also called t
“wobbler” alignmentdshould be adjusted next to obtain
smallest and least distorted ring pattern possible. This ad
ment aligns the stacked BT deflector coils, compensatin
tations and minor dipole nonuniformities. Since the bea
swept around a perimeter inside the tilt coil, the adjustm
may not result in the same shift-tilt purity settings as
conventional two-axis tilt purity adjustment, which swe
only along the two major axes.

Continuing in real space, beam convergence shou
readjusted if necessary to obtain minimum probe size.
will generate a fine ring patternspossibly distortedd. If the ti
purity correction forms a fine spot and the specimen im
moves minimally with BT scan active, the real space
alignment is complete. If not, specimen height must be
justed to better intersect the convergence point of the
and subsequent refinement must be carried out. The
variables—objective excitation, sample height, and
purity—can be iteratively refined in this way until a reas
ably stationary hollow cone probe and sample image
achieved in real space.

The next step is to refine the reciprocal space behavi
the BT precession. It is usually convenient to do this al
ment off the specimen in vacuum to make use of a sharp
bright transmitted beam. In the diffraction mode, the s
parameters on the precession control panel can be us
compensate for the aberrations and make the ring roun
digital capture is available, one can use a circle overlay
reference for applying the compensations until the patte
incident or concentric with the reference circle. If the
space alignments were done well, the compensations s
have little or no effect on the real space behavior of
beam. Otherwise, refinement of real space alignment m
necessary after BT alignment in reciprocal space. If
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scanned circle in diffraction space is concentric and the
space image and probe are stationary, BT alignment is
plete.

The de-scan can now be activated. The procedure fo
alignment is easier and less sensitive than the BT. The
ware for this system has real-time updates, so one can s
“wobble” the slider bars for DS amplitude and phase shi
perturb the de-scanned pattern, revealing the directio
alignment should progress in order to collapse the BT c
down to a sharp spot. Elliptical compensations for two
distortions can be applied concurrently to form a sharp p
Moving the specimen into the path of the beam allows
user to check the quality of the alignment for higher a
reflections.

Once the alignment of the transmitted beam is com
and a high quality zone axis pattern is obtainable, it is
vantageous to double-check real-space alignment b
switching to the precession mode to take exposures. The
ditions in the microscope are dynamicsspecimen drift, len
instabilityd making it important to take exposures quic
before alignment conditions require readjustment. A
with the diffraction pattern exposures, it is useful to rec
the precession amplitudes in the form of voltages and re
an image of the BT circlesDS disableddto document th
cone semiangle.
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